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Raise arms from mid-chest to above head, hands close 
       together but not touching; spread hands apart as 
       though picturing an open sky

Slowly lower arms, palms facing down, as though 
       pressing down to shoulder height

Slowly lower hands back into center of chest
Arms are rounded and protecting head, head lowered 

       and slightly tipped forward

Gesture of striking the anvil with a hammer through 
    these three lines 

Arms weave criss-cross across chest as smoke rising 

Galloping in place

Palms up, hands gesture empty
Right hand lifts as though holding a sword

Galloping around the circle. Repeat enough times so 
       everyone makes one full rotation around the circle.

Hammering on the anvil through this stanza 

Repeat 2-3x to experience the rhythm

Hands lifted above head, clasped together at midline.
Move hands as unit down and then up in rhythm with
speech as though pumping the bellows.
Hands swoop downward and then up as a shooting flame

Hammering gesture again 
Hammering gesture 
Hammering gesture
Hands spread apart, palms up in gesture to receive the Sword
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Plunging sword downward
Repeat twice, emphasizing the T sound at the end
Raise sword up triumphantly
Swing sword down decisively but not harshly

Left hand gestures holding handle of sword. Right
hand slides out from hilt, palm facing down, extending
along length of sword to burnish the sword. Repeat
polishing gesture through end of next line.

Hammering this line and next

One hand holds sword, other reaches out to smooth
and rub each edge. Tip hand to show alternation.

 Galloping around circle until last line of stanza

Raise right hand up as though holding sword

Continue galloping until whole group has galloped 
       around at least once

Standing in place, bow, bend head downward in thanks

Reach out, both hands extended, palms upward, to 
       receive the sword

Galloping again through this stanza

All standing in place, upright posture emphasized
Arms extended forward and slightly up with confidence, 

       suggesting strength
Bring hands together and clasp at midline


